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A B S T R A C T   

The chemical and structural stability of two commercial multicomponent silicate glasses (SCN and G6) in contact 
with yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) was investigated after exposure times of up to 40,000 h in air at 800 ◦C. With 
exposure time, interfacial layers develop at the SCN-YSZ and G6-YSZ interfaces, which were characterized in 
detail using both quantitative chemical analysis and atomic-resolution imaging. At the SCN-YSZ interface, a Ca- 
Ba-Si-O reaction phase was found to grow by diffusion control. In G6-YSZ, Raman spectroscopy and electron 
microscopy revealed a disorganized interfacial reaction later between G6 and YSZ, and the occurrence of cubic to 
tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformations in YSZ. This microstructural evolution is discussed in terms of 
devitrification resistance of glass and diffusion processes at interfaces.   

1. Introduction 

Solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are electrochemical devices that 
convert the chemical energy stored in fuels to electrical energy [1]. 
These devices are attractive because of their high conversion efficiency 
and production of electricity from a wide variety of fuels [1]. Most SOFC 
configurations require seals to prevent the intermixing of fuel and air, 
and the selection of sealing materials must meet several demanding 
requirements. For example, the materials must exhibit chemical and 
thermal expansion compatibility with other cell components—including 
electrodes, electrolyte, and current collectors—over the entire range of 
operating temperatures and the system lifetime, which is measured in 
tens of thousands of hours. Seals must also be chemically stable in both 
air and SOFC fuel environments, electrically insulating, easy to manu-
facture a cost-effective [1]. 

Among the various SOFC sealing strategies, compliant glass seals are 
attractive because their physical and mechanical properties, including 
their rheological behavior, can be tuned by changing their chemical 
composition to facilitate their manufacture, to exhibit compliance, and 
to promote self-healing behavior [2–4]. Critical to the successful 

implementation of compliant glass sealing concepts for SOFCs is the 
long-term structural stability of the glass, particularly its resistance to 
crystallization—which translates into its ability to flow and heal 
cracks—which are some of its most attractive features [5]. Compliant 
glasses are also key components of engineered glass sealing concepts, 
which are based on the addition of crystalline phases to control viscos-
ity, to enable tuning of physical properties, such as viscosity, and to 
address large temperature gradients, not only on cell planes for planar 
fuel cells, but also along the height of the stack [4,6–8]. 

Previous studies of the durability of compliant glass seals for SOFCs 
have been limited to relatively short periods of time [2,5,6,9–13]. One 
exception is a study of the evolution of the microstructure of the two 
commercially available glasses investigated in this paper (SCN and G6) 
after 10,000 h of exposure in air and gas mixtures of H2+N2+H2O at 
800 ◦C when in contact with YSZ or Al2O3 substrates [14]. That study 
revealed that while several crystalline phases precipitated from the 
glasses, overall they had sufficient resistance to devitrification, which is 
required to exhibit crack healing behavior. 

In this paper, we report results from the microstructural character-
ization of the interfacial region between SCN and G6 glasses and an YSZ 
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substrate after up to 40,000 h exposure in air at 800 ◦C in order to assess 
the long-term interfacial stability of these glasses when in contact with 
YSZ for SOFC applications. This type of studies are necessary consid-
ering that the expected service life of SOFCs is between 10 and 15 years 
and our current inability to predict the kinetics of crystal nucleation and 
growth for multicomponent glasses, such as SCN and G6, from first 
principles. 

2. Experimental and computational modeling procedures 

Two commercial multicomponent silicate glasses, SCN glass (SEM- 
COM Co. Inc., Toledo, OH 43623, USA), and G6 glass (Whatman Ltd., 
Piscataway, NJ 08855, USA), were used in this investigation. Some of 
the main compositional differences between SCN and G6 glass include 
the concentrations of boron, potassium and zinc. For example, G6 glass 
contains higher concentrations of boron (15.4 vs. 0.3 at.%) and zinc (2.5 
vs. 0.0 at%), where boron is added to control the thermal properties of 
the glass and the adhesion/wetting behavior of the glass on the substrate 
[5,14]. The compositions of these two glasses, as determined by 
inductively coupled plasma–acoustic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), 
are listed in Table 1 [14,15]. 

The test specimen preparation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Either a compressed SCN pellet or a stack of G6 disks was placed onto 
dense 8 mol % YSZ substrates (Fuel Cell Materials, Lewis Center, OH 
43035, USA). Then the glass–substrate combinations were sintered for 
2 h at 850 ◦C to promote a continuous bond between them (Fig. 1b). A 
more detailed discussion of test sample preparation can be found else-
where [14,15]. Afterward, the specimens were subjected to environ-
mental exposures in air inside a box furnace maintained at 800 ◦C. Test 
specimens were retrieved after 100, 10,000, 25,000 and 40,000 h and 
subsequently sectioned in half. One half was polished and for this study, 
characterized at the interface between the glass and substrate by field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) using a JEOL 6500 F 
(Fig. 1c). TEM thin samples for STEM analysis were prepared by the in 
situ lift-out technique [16,17] using a focused ion beam (FIB)-SEM 
(Hitachi model NB5000), as illustrated in Fig. 1c. The final thinning step 
was performed at 5 kV, followed by nanomilling at 900 eV for 10 min 
(Fishione Nanomill model 1040) to remove surface ion beam damage 
from sample preparation. The morphology and elemental distribution at 
the glass/YSZ substrate interfaces were studied by STEM-EDS analysis 
using an FEI F200X Talos S/TEM operated at 200 kV and equipped with 
a Super-X EDS system with four silicon-drift detectors (Bruker XFlash 
120 mm2). HR-STEM imaging was performed on an aberration-corrected 
Nion UltraSTEM 100 operated at 100 kV to reveal the atomic structure 
and to identify the nanosize phases at the glass/YSZ substrate interface. 
To prevent and/or decrease any potential electron beam damage during 
imaging and spectroscopic analysis, the current of the electron beam 
was maintained at 250 pA for collecting EDS elemental maps and at ~40 
pA for acquiring atomic-resolution images. EDS quantitative elemental 
maps for chemical information at interfaces were acquired using the 

standardless Cliff–Lorimer method in Bruker Quantax Esprit software. 
Raman spectra were collected via Raman microprobe with a Nd:YAG 

laser operating at 532 nm. A 100× magnification objective lens was 
used, resulting in a spot size of ~1 μm. Maps were collected at the glass/ 
YSZ interface with 0.2 μm steps between acquisition points. Typical 
maps were composed of >20,000 Raman spectra. YSZ phases were 
determined using principal component analysis routines available with 
the vendor software (WiRE 5.2). 

3. Results 

The cross-sections of SCN-YSZ specimens exposed for different pe-
riods of time in air at 800 ◦C are shown in Fig. 2, revealing the general 
morphology and chemical composition of the interfaces. The dark spots 
in the YSZ substrate are pores. Fig. 2a shows the cross-section of the 
SCN-YSZ exposed in air at 800 ◦C for 100 h (SCN-YSZ-100 sample). The 
interface between SCN and YSZ was sharp without any additional 
contrast either at the interface or in the glass. After 10,000 h, a thin 
reaction layer was observed at the SCN/YSZ interface, along with some 
small crystals in the glass phase near the interface (Fig. 2b). After 
25,000 h, the microstructure of the SCN/YSZ interface (Fig. 2c) was 
similar to that after 10,000 h, but measurements revealed that the 
thickness of the reaction layer had increased from ~120 nm to 
~150 nm. Finally, after 40,000 h of exposure in air, both the thickness 
of the reaction layer and the density of the crystalline contrasts in the 
glass increased compared with shorter exposure times. Importantly, no 
chemical or structural changes were observed in the YSZ substrate after 
40,000 h, even at the interface with the thin reaction layer generated 
during exposure, as is discussed in the STEM analysis of this paper. 

A similar SEM analysis was performed on the G6-YSZ system (Fig. 3). 
The cross-section analysis at the interfacial region after exposure to air 
for 100 h at 800 ◦C (Fig. 3a) reveals the presence of a reaction layer with 
a thickness of 0.49 ± 0.08 μm between G6 and YSZ. After 10,000 h, the 
reaction layer became thicker (2.29 ± 0.33 μm) and it consisted of plate- 
shaped structures, with glass filling the spaces between the plates. After 
25,000 h, the reaction layer grew even thicker (3.2 ± 0.4 μm) and 
segregation was observed in the glass phase (Fig. 3c). Subsequently, 
based on the SEM-EDS maps, these phases were rich in barium (Ba) and 
silicon (Si) (Fig. S1). Several spherical dark shapes were observed at the 
edge of the reaction layer in contact with the YSZ substrate. Further-
more, continuous horizontal cracks in the Ba-Si segregation region in the 
glass were observed [14,15,18]. Microstructural characterization of the 
40,000 h G6-YSZ sample also revealed a reaction layer rich in Ba-Si, 
cracks above and spherical voids at the bottom of the Ba-Si rich segre-
gation region. The only difference between the interfaces after 25,000 
and 40,000 h was the thickness of the reaction layer, which extended 
from 3.2 ± 0.4 μm to 3.61 ± 0.35 μm, respectively. 

The thickness measurements of the reaction layer formed in SCN-YSZ 
and G6-YSZ, versus the square root of exposure time in air at 800 ◦C, are 
presented in Fig. 4, which shows that the thickness of the reaction layer 
increased linearly with the square root of exposure time. The SEM im-
ages of the cross-sections (Figs. 2 and 3) highlight the main differences 
between the two. For example, the thickness of the reaction layer in the 
SCN-YSZ sample (<0.20 μm) is much smaller than that of the G6-YSZ 
sample (0.5 μm vs. 3.5 μm). After 100 h exposure, no reaction layer 
was observed in SCN-YSZ, whereas a ~ 0.5 μm thick reaction layer was 
observed in the G6-YSZ system. In Fig. 4, the plot of interphase thickness 
vs. exposure time includes dashed lines corresponding to linear regres-
sion analysis of the data. These results suggest that the thickness of the 
reaction layer was controlled by diffusion of ions, as discussed in the 
following sections [19]. The regression line for the SCN-YSZ data set 
extrapolates to the coordinates (0,0), suggesting the absence of an in-
cubation period. However, the regression line for the G6-YSZ data set 
extrapolates to a finite value of the reaction layer thickness, suggesting a 
different mechanism at the onset of its formation, which is consistent 
with its complex, multilayered structure [14]. 

Table 1 
Chemical composition of SCN and G6 glasses based on inductively coupled 
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy.  

Element SCN (at.%) G6 (at.%) 

Si 63.5 52.7 
K 11.1 2.3 
Ba 3.1 1.5 
Na 11.7 15.2 
Ca 4.1 3.5 
Al 4.1 5.2 
Mg 1.7 1.8 
Ti 0.4 0 
B 0.3 15.4 
Zn 0 2.5 
Fe 0 0.1  
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To further understand the characteristics of the glass-YSZ reaction 
layers, STEM was used for chemical and microstructural analysis. Fig. 5 
shows a low-magnification high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) 
-STEM image and chemical analysis at the interfacial region of the SCN- 
YSZ system. The overview of the reaction layer after 40,000 h of expo-
sure is shown via a HAADF-STEM image in Fig. 5a. Similar to the SEM 
image of Fig. 2d, the HAADF-STEM image confirms the presence of a 
thin reaction layer at the SCN/YSZ interface. Some Ca- and Ba-rich 
precipitates were also observed above this reaction layer in the SCN 
glass. EDS quantitative spectroscopy was performed in this region, and 
selected maps of representative elements are shown in Fig. 5b–e (EDS 
elemental maps of other major glass elements are shown in Fig. S2). As 
expected, zirconium (Zr) was found to be the primary element in the YSZ 
substrate (Fig. 5b), while Si is the main element in SCN glass (Fig. 5c). In 
the thin reaction layer at the interface, much higher concentrations of 
calcium (Ca) and Ba were found (Fig. 5d and e), with some amounts (~5 
at.%–10 at.%) of Si not only within the reaction layer but also concen-
trated at the interface with the YSZ substrate (Fig. 5c). Additional 
quantitative analysis was performed with a 1-dimensional (1D) EDS line 

profile from point A to point B across the interface (Fig. 5a). The con-
centration of selected elements is shown in Fig. 5f, emphasizing the 
variation in the Si, Ca, and Ba concentration along the line. The curves 
clearly confirm the previous observation of Zr and Y present in the 
substrate and Si in the glass, whereas the reaction layer region was rich 
in Ca, Si, and Ba. An increase in Si concentration at the YSZ/thin reac-
tion layer was also observed (Fig. 5c) which extends for ~50 nm into the 
thin layer, consistent with the 2D elemental map for Si. The concen-
trations of sodium (Na) and potassium (K) in the SCN glass near the 
interface were approximately 3 at. % (Fig. S2d), about 11 at.% less than 
their original concentrations. This phenomenon was due mainly to the 
consumption of these elements by the precipitation of crystalline phase 
from the glass (Na- and/or K-based crystalline phase formation) or the 
potential evaporation of certain species from the bulk glass during long- 
term exposure [14]. 

To identify the crystal structure of this thin reaction layer, an anal-
ysis of the region at the SCN-YSZ interface (marked in Fig. 5a) is show in 
Fig. 6. The HR STEM-HAADF image of the reaction layer is shown in 
Fig. 6a, along with its fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Fig. 6b). Darker 

Fig. 1. Schematic of glass-YSZ substrate sample at the (a) pre-sintered, (b) post-sintered processes. (c) Cross-section view of post-exposure sample. The magnified 
image is inserted, showing the TEM samples including the glass/YSZ interface. 

Fig. 2. Secondary electron SEM images showing SCN/YSZ interface of the samples exposed for (a) 100 h, (b) 10,000 h, (c) 25,000 h, and (d) 40,000 h at 800 ◦C 
in air. 

Fig. 3. Secondary electron SEM images showing G6/YSZ interface of the samples exposed for (a) 100 h, (b) 10,000 h, (c) 25,000 h, and (d) 40,000 h at 800 ◦C in air.  
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atoms are surrounded by brighter ones, and the FFT shows both lattice 
diffractions and superlattice reflections. Based on previous EDS analysis, 
this thin reaction layer consists mainly of Ca, O, Si, and Ba, and the 
current analysis suggests that its structure (Fig. 6a) is similar to the 
standard CaO cubic structure (Fig. 6b and c) [20], except for the 
different contrast among atoms and the superlattice reflections. To 
identify the crystal structure of this reaction layer, more than 46 Ca 
(Ba)-Si-O published structures were analyzed and compared with the 
structure identified based on our STEM analysis in Table S1. Some of 
them matched the experimental structure but with errors greater than 
7%. Density functional theory (DFT) and STEM electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS) analysis were also used in an attempt to determine 
the crystal structure of the interfacial layer and are discussed in detail in 
the Supplementary section (Figs. S3 and S4). 

A similar approach was applied to the characterization of the inter-
facial region of the G6-YSZ combination after 40,000 h of exposure. The 
low-magnification HAADF-STEM image in Fig. 7a outlines the 
morphology of the 3.3 μm thick reaction layer formed between the G6 
glass (top) and the YSZ substrate (bottom) in the image. The reaction 
layer consisted of rod-shaped grains and some voids, with generate dark 
contrast of the region in the contact with the YSZ substrate. STEM-EDS 
quantified elemental maps (Fig. 7b–e) highlight that Zr and Y are 
distributed mainly in the YSZ substrate and within the reaction layer 
(Fig. 7b and d), whereas Si and Ba are present in the glass phase and fill 
the voids atop the YSZ substrate (Fig. 7c and e). In addition, the contrast 
variation in quantified Zr and Y maps suggests a higher Zr level (higher 
intensity contrast) and lower Y level (lower intensity) within the reac-
tion layer (34.6–55.5 at.% for Zr, 0.6–3.4 at.% for Y) than in the sub-
strate region (~49.5 at.% for Zr, ~7.5 at.% for Y), indicating the lower Y 
content with increasing distance from the YSZ substrate into the reaction 
layer. In addition to the Zr-rich rods formed in the reaction layer, Si and 
Ba were also observed (Fig. 7c and e) to diffuse from the glass through 
the space between rods in the reaction layer to the YSZ substrate surface. 
A 1D EDS line profile (marked in Fig. 7a) was performed from the YSZ 
substrate to the G6 glass, across the two pores (Fig. 7f). The variation in 
the concentration of Si, Ba, and Na along the distance can be clearly 
observed. In the YSZ substrate, Zr (~ 50 at. %) and Y (~8 at.%) are the 
two main constituents, whereas chemical analysis of the pores revealed 
the presence of Si, Ba, and Na. In the reaction layer, Zr is the primary 
element (~55 at.%), while the Y concentration decreases to 1–4 at. %. In 
the G6 glass, the concentrations of Si (~30 at.%) and Ba (~15 at.%) 
were higher, with a much lower Zr concentration (reduced from ~40 at. 
% to ~5 at.%) and negligible Y concentration. Concentrations of Na and 

Fig. 4. Interphase thickness vs. square root of exposure time curves of (a) SCN- 
YSZ and (b) G6-YSZ samples. 

Fig. 5. (a) HAADF-STEM image of the interface of the SCN-YSZ sample exposed for 40,000 h in air with corresponding EDS elemental maps of (b) Zr, (c) Si, (d) Ca, 
and (e) Ba. (f) EDS line profiles showing concentration (at. %) of selected elements (Si, Ca, Ba, Zr, and Y) along the distance generated from the 1D line scan from A to 
B points marked in (5a). 

Fig. 6. (a) High-resolution HAADF-STEM image and (b) its FFT of the thin layer at the SCN/YSZ interface shows the Ca-Ba-Si-O phase at [1 0 1] orientation. (c) 
Standard CaO unit cell at random orientation with all atoms. (d) Standard CaO unit cell at [1 0 1] orientation without oxygen atoms. 
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K (not shown in Fig. 7f) remained relatively constant from the reaction 
layer to the G6 glass; they were less than 5 at.%. As expected, limitations 
of the EDS technique were found when attempting to measure the 
concentration of low-Z element like boron. Therefore, STEM-EELS 
analysis was conducted at the interfacial region, and a boron concen-
tration was measured in the glassy Ba- and Si-rich region (Fig. S5). 

To identify Zr-based phases, HR-STEM analysis was performed at 
both the reaction layer and at the YSZ substrate. These two specific re-
gions are identified in the low-magnification image in Fig. 8a. The HR 
HAADF-STEM image of the reaction layer (Fig. 8b) shows a structure 
identified as monoclinic ZrO2 oriented along the [010] zone axis. For 
comparison, the standard monoclinic ZrO2 phase oriented along [010] 
obtained via HAADF-STEM is presented in Fig. 8c [21], which perfectly 
overlaps on the atomic image (Fig. 8b). For the YSZ substrate with 
higher Y concentration, the cubic ZrO2 phase was confirmed by 
HR-STEM analysis oriented along the [010] direction (Fig. 8d). For 
comparison, standard cubic ZrO2 unit cells oriented along the [010] 
direction are shown in Fig. 8e [22], which was fitted to the STEM image 
in Fig. 8d. The detailed crystalline information of ZrO2 phases is sum-
marized in Table 2. 

The phase transformation of YSZ at the G6-YSZ interface was 

confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Using principal component analysis, 
the maps of monoclinic, tetragonal, and cubic ZrO2 at the G6-YSZ 
interface are shown in Fig. 9a–c, respectively. In each map, the 

Fig. 7. (a) HAADF-STEM image at the interphase of the G6-YSZ sample exposed for 40,000 h in air with corresponding EDS elemental maps of (b) Zr, (c) Si, (d) Y, 
and (e) Ba. (f) EDS line profiles showing concentration (at. %) of selected elements (Si, Na, Ba, Zr, and Y) along the distance generated from the 1D line scan from A to 
B points marked in (8a). 

Fig. 8. (a) Low-magnification HAADF-STEM image of the YSZ substrate-interphase region. (b) High-resolution HAADF-STEM image of the interphase region 
showing the monoclinic ZrO2 phase at [0 1 0] orientation. (c) Standard monoclinic ZrO2 2 × 2 unit cells at [0 1 0] orientation with all the elements. (d) High- 
resolution HAADF-STEM image at YSZ substrate region shows the cubic ZrO2 phase at [0 1 0] orientation. (e) Standard monoclinic ZrO2 2 × 2 unit cells at [0 1 
0] orientation with all the elements. 

Table 2 
Standard, STEM measured, and DFT calculated lattice constant and angles of the 
crystalline phases at SCN/YSZ interface and G6/YSZ interphase.   

Lattice constant (nm) Angles (degree)  

a b c α β γ 

CaO (standard, cubic) ref. 
[20] 

0.483   90 90 90 

Ca-Ba-Si-O layer (HR-STEM) 0.515 NA 0.526 88.28 91.72 NA  

ZrO2 (standard, monoclinic) 
ref. [29] 

0.517 0.523 0.534 90 99.25 90 

ZrO2 (HR-STEM at 
interphase) 

0.515 NA 0.517 NA 98.65 NA  

ZrO2 (standard, cubic) ref. 
[30] 

0.514 0.514 0.514 90 90 90 

ZrO2 (HR-STEM at substrate) 0.525 NA 0.526 NA 90.21 NA  
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brighter contrast indicates a higher concentration of the corresponding 
phase. From these maps, we found that the monoclinic phase/layer is in 
direct contact with the glass, and it is much thicker than the tetragonal 
phase/layer (which is between the monoclinic layer and the cubic 
substrate). The YSZ substrate is entirely cubic, while a small portion of 
cubic phase is detected in the tetragonal and monoclinic layers, indi-
cating the cubic phase is not fully transformed in the reaction region. 
The averaged Raman spectra of each phase (Fig. 9a–c) are shown in 
Fig. 9d, with their unique peaks marked by asterisks [23]. From the 
spectra, we also noted the weak residual tetragonal and cubic peaks in 
the monoclinic spectrum and the weak residual monoclinic and cubic 
peaks in the tetragonal spectrum that the principal component analysis 
was unable to completely separate. Some peaks identified in the spectra 
of monoclinic and tetragonal phases are not the ZrO2 peaks but most 
likely are associated with the G6 glass, which diffused into the reaction 
region. Further Raman spectroscopy analysis supported STEM results 
from the sample exposed for 40,000 h, in which phase transformation of 
ZrO2 from the YSZ substrate to reaction region was observed. Additional 
Raman spectroscopy analysis was also performed at the SCN-YSZ 
interface after 40,000 h exposure and there was no evidence of any 
phase transformation of the ZrO2 phase (Fig. S6). 

4. Discussion 

In the multi-component silicate glasses investigated in this study, 
silica (SiO2) acts as the network former [24] and determines the thermal 
and adhesion/wetting properties of the glasses [24]. G6 glass contained 
B2O3, (boron concentration ~15 at.%), which also acts as a network 
former and affects the thermal and wetting properties of the glass [25, 
26]. High concentrations of alkali metal oxides (Na2O and K2O) and 
alkaline earth oxides (MgO, CaO, and BaO) were also present in both 
glasses. These oxides are network modifiers and can affect the thermal 
and physical properties of the glasses. The major difference in the 
network modifiers between SCN and G6 is their overall concentrations 
(31.7 vs. 24.3 at. %). A higher concentration of modifiers induces a 
higher thermal expansion coefficient and lower glass-transition tem-
perature of the glass [27] and then changes its devitrification resistance. 
Both glasses contain small amounts of Al2O3, which can work as either 
network former or modifier. It also hinders phase separation and 
changes the viscosity of the glasses [5]. Other oxides like TiO2 in SCN 
and ZnO in G6 also regulate the thermal properties of the glasses [26]. 

Unlike two- or three-component glasses, the role of multiple com-
ponents can be difficult to ascertain. For example, according to trends 
reported in previous studies, the devitrification resistance of SCN glasses 
should be enhanced more than that of G6 because of a higher concen-
trations of SiO2 and network modifiers and a lower concentration of 
additives [5,24–27]. However, in the current work, devitrification 
occurred at the SCN/YSZ interface via the formation of a Ca-based thin 
reaction layer, but was absent at the G6/YSZ interface. A region rich in 
Ba and Si was formed by glass phase separation at the G6/YSZ interface 
(Figs. 3 and 7) with its short-range ordered structure maintained 
(Fig. S1). This result further confirmed a previous study in which bulk 

G6 glass exhibited higher resistance to devitrification at the tempera-
tures and environments investigated [14]. 

The Ca-based thin reaction layer at the SCN/YSZ interface can 
significantly slow diffusion interactions between the glass and the YSZ 
substrate [28]. The Zr and Y concentrations in the substrate dramatically 
decreased from the substrate to the Ca-Ba-Si-O thin reaction layer 
(Fig. 5f). Similarly, the glass and thin reaction layer elements Si, Ca, and 
Ba—even though they had much higher concentrations in the glass or in 
the thin reaction region—decreased to less than 5 at. % once they 
reached the YSZ substrate. Despite these changes in the glass, even after 
40,000 h exposure, the YSZ substrate at the interface maintained its 
cubic structure, as confirmed by Raman analysis in Fig. S6. Therefore, 
this Ca-Ba-Si-O reaction layer contributed to maintaining the stability of 
the YSZ substrate at the substrate-glass interface. 

For the G6-YSZ system, instead of a thin reaction layer, a thicker 
reaction layer was formed between the G6 glass and the YSZ (Fig. 7). 
Furthermore, there was evidence of significant elemental diffusion in 
the vicinity of the glass/YSZ interface leading to the formation of an 
interdiffusion zone (Figs. 3 and 7). In this zone, Zr and Y diffused from 
the substrate and as well as glass elements Si, Ba, and Na (Fig. 7). Also, a 
phase change in Zr2O was observed from the cubic Zr2O phase (YSZ 
substrate) to a monoclinic structure found in the reaction layer (Fig. 8). 
Further Raman spectroscopy measurements confirmed the cubic-to- 
tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation (Fig. 9). Such a phase 
transformation can be explained by diffusion processes in the reaction 
layer. With the addition of 8 mol % of Y2O3, the cubic phase of ZrO2 can 
be stabilized at room temperature [29–31]. According to the STEM-EDS 
results (Fig. 7), more Y was detected in the YSZ substrate (~8 at. %) than 
in the reaction region (1–4 at. %), whereas the Zr concentration 
exhibited no obvious changes from the thick reaction layer/YSZ inter-
face (~50 at.%) to ~2/3 of the thickness of the overall reaction layer (~ 
50 at. %). Therefore, the YSZ substrate is expected to maintain the cubic 
phase (Figs. 8b and 9 c), whereas the reaction layer contains a 
low-temperature monoclinic Zr2O phase (Figs. 8d and 9 a, b) resulting 
from the outward diffusion of Y [32]. Besides the continuous rod-shaped 
ZrO2-based structure, some isolated ZrO2 islands were also observed in 
the Ba-Si-rich region (circled in Figs. 7a and 8 a). The formation of these 
ZrO2 islands was likely controlled by a dissolution-reprecipitation 
mechanism [32–34], which was reported by Stott et al. at the in-
terfaces of silicate glass/YSZ thermal barrier coating systems, although 
at a much higher temperatures (1400–1500 ◦C) but much shorter times 
(20–120 hours) [35]. They also noted a lower concentration of Y in 
monoclinic ZrO2 islands/precipitates [35], similar to that observed in 
the current work, which shows that a high-temperature reaction be-
tween silicate glass and YSZ can be achieved at lower temperatures with 
extended exposure time. The loss of Y from YSZ might affect the ionic 
conductivity at the ZrO2-based interphase [36–38]. However, because 
the thickness of the reaction layer (several micrometers after 40,000 h of 
exposure) was negligible compared with the overall thickness of the 
ZrO2 substrate (~0.8 mm), and because these reactions occur in a region 
of the cell where no electrochemical activity is expected, then these 
changes are not expected to affect the operation of SOFCs. However, the 

Fig. 9. Raman maps of ZrO2 at G6/YSZ interface with (a) monoclinic, (b) tetragonal, and (c) cubic structure. (d) Average Raman spectra from monoclinic, 
tetragonal, and cubic maps in (a) to (c). 
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phase transformations experienced by YSZ could be accompanied by 
volumetric changes during heating/cooling cycles, which could affect 
the structural integrity of the interface. 

For a quantitative understanding of the diffusion processes at the 
interface, the diffusion coefficients of selected elements were estimated 
from experimental data using Fick’s second law [39]. The concentration, 
c(x, t), of a diffusion element in one dimension evolves as a function of 
time t by, 

ln(c(x, t) ) = −
1

4Dt
x2 + b, (1)  

where x is the position of the diffused element in the diffusion dimension 
(cm), D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2 s− 1), and b is a constant. The c(x, 
t) and x values of selected elements across the interfaces of the 40,000 h 
samples were acquired from the EDS data shown in Figs. 5f and 8 f; and 
then the ln(c(x, t)) vs. x2 are plotted in Fig. 10. By linear regression, the 
values of the diffusion coefficient D were calculated from the slope of the 
ln(c(x)) vs. x2 curves. In the SCN-YSZ 40,000 h sample, the Ca-based 
reaction layer, which was generated at the early stage of high- 
temperature exposure, served as a “diffusion barrier” layer that hin-
dered the diffusion of glass species into the YSZ substrate, and vice versa. 
Based on the slopes of the ln(c(x, t)) vs. x2 plots of these elements, their 
diffusion coefficients at 800 ◦C in air for up to 40,000 h were 2.2 × 10- 

19 cm2 s− 1 for Zr, 2.3 × 10-19 cm2 s− 1 for Y, and 3.3 × 10-19 cm2 s− 1 for 
Si. These values were relatively close to one another, indicating mass 
exchanges between YSZ substrate and SCN glass were very mild. 

The behavior observed in the G6-YSZ system was different from that 
of SCN-YSZ. Interdiffusion occurred between elements from the YSZ 
substrate and the G6 glass at the interface during long-term exposure. As 
no “diffusion insulation” layer was observed between the substrate and 
the glass after high-temperature exposure, the diffusing elements 
formed a thicker interdiffusion region (reaction layer). The concentra-
tion- and position-related information, with related linear fits of selected 
elements Zr, Y, Si, and Ba in the interdiffusion (reaction layer) region, 
are summarized in Fig. 10b. Their diffusion coefficients were calculated 
based on Eq. (1), yielding values of 8.3 × 10− 18 cm2 s− 1 for Zr (from YSZ 
to G6 glass), 1.5 × 10− 18 cm2 s− 1 for Y (from YSZ to G6 glass), 
5.2 × 10− 18 cm2 s− 1 for Si (from G6 glass to YSZ), and 4.8 × 10− 18 cm2 

s− 1 for Ba (from G6 glass to YSZ). Based on the calculated diffusion 
coefficients, we note that Zr diffused five times faster than Y into the G6 
glass. As a result, the Zr/Y ratio grew increasingly larger as these ele-
ments diffused deeper and deeper into the interdiffusion (reaction layer) 
region from the substrate, as was confirmed by chemical analysis at the 

G6-YSZ interface (Fig. 7). As discussed above, the decreasing Y con-
centration in YSZ led to phase transformations (Figs. 8 and 9). 

It was found that the Si/Ba ratio in the interdiffusion layer formed at 
the interface between G6 glass and YSZ, was relatively constant. Si and 
Ba were also detected in pores in the YSZ substrate, indicating those two 
elements penetrated through the reaction layer and filled pores inside 
the substrate. In addition, in the reaction layer region, some Si and a few 
Ba atoms were concentrated at the boundaries of the rod-shaped 
monoclinic ZrO2 grains. The segregation of these atoms at such a 
preferred site suggests the actual diffusion process at certain parts of the 
reaction layers occurred along grain boundaries rather than through the 
bulk [40,41]. 

Comparison of the diffusion coefficients of selected elements be-
tween SCN-YSZ and G6-YSZ indicated that the values of the SCN-YSZ 
system were much smaller than those for G6-YSZ. For example, the 
diffusion rates of the substrate elements (Zr and Y) were ~37 and 6 times 
faster, respectively, through the reaction layer of G6-YSZ sample than 
through the thinner Ca-Ba-Si-O reaction layer at the SCN-YSZ interface. 
A similar result was also found for Si. Therefore, the Ca-Ba-Si-O layer in 
the SCN-YSZ could reduce the substrate/glass interdiffusion rate during 
SOFC operation. As confirmed by previous and current studies, the 
formation of this thin diffusion barrier was due to the lower devitrifi-
cation resistance of the SCN glass [14,15]. In the G6-YSZ system, the 
glass exhibited greater resistance to devitrification although the degree 
of interaction with YSZ was much greater. As reported in our previous 
work [15], the viscosity of SCN glass at 800 ◦C was about two times 
larger than that of G6 glass. Therefore, G6 will have an enhanced ability 
to infiltrate when in contact with YSZ at 800 ◦C, which will facilitate the 
diffusion process at the G6-YSZ interface. 

5. Summary 

In this study, two commercial multicomponent silicate glasses (SCN 
and G6) were sintered on a YSZ substrate. The thermal and chemical 
stabilities at the glass/YSZ substrate interface as a function of exposure 
time up to 40,000 h in air at 800 ◦C were investigated. With increasing 
exposure time, it was found that reaction layers had formed at the glass- 
substrate interface. A thin crystalline Ca-Ba-Si-O reaction layer was 
observed at the SCN-YSZ interface after exposure times of 10,000 h or 
longer. This layer grew slowly with time and served as a barrier for 
interactions between the glass and the substrate. A much thicker inter-
diffusion region was observed at the G6-YSZ interface, and a diffusion- 
induced cubic-to-tetragonal-to-monoclinic ZrO2 transformation was 

Fig. 10. The concentration vs. the position of the diffused element plots of (a) Zr, Y, and Si crossing the Ca-Ba-Si-O layer of the 40,000 h SCN-YSZ sample and (b) Zr, 
Y, Si, and Ba crossing the interdiffusion region of the 40,000 h G6-YSZ sample. Linear fitting was applied on each element, and their diffusion coefficients can be 
calculated from fitting lines. 
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observed in the YSZ substrate at the interface. From a sealing perspec-
tive, the greater stability of the interface between SCN and YSZ would be 
preferred, compared to that between G6 and YSZ. However, these 
findings need to be weighted in combination with other processes that 
take place in the bulk, such as the evolution of porosity and crystalline 
precipitation. 
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